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Department of Physics, Rostov-on-Don University, Rostov-on-Don 344090, U.S.S.R. 
AIntract--A review is presented of main results of the phenomenologicai theory of phase transitions 
obtained by means of irreducible representations (IR) of the space symmetry groups. A geometrical 
method for obtaining low-symmetry phases as well as a scheme of a thermodynamical analysis of phase 
transitions consistent with this method are described. Basic principles are expounded of construction and 
analysis of the phase diagrams for multicomponent order parameters. It has been established that, even 
if the Lifshitz condition is satisfied, there may be some symmetry-related reasons giving rise to 
incommensurate phases near the multicritical point, phase diagrams are presented typical of this case, The 
role of external, symmetry-breaking fields has been analyzed. It has been shown on the basis of the general 
symmetry principles that a certain domain structure may exist on an ideal crystal surface. The structure 
of low-symmetry phases has been described using the notion of complete condensate oforder parameters, 
a connection between this approach and that based on the theory of color symmetry has been discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most fruitful methods of crystallography associated primarily with the name of 
academician A. V. Shubnikov consists in studying the symmetry of a crystal not as a purely 
geometrical, but rather as a certain physical object. This approach led, in particular, to the idea 
of black-white and, later on, of color symmetry [1]. In Refs [2-4] an attempt was made to apply 
the methods of color symmetry to the analysis of the structure of low-symmetry phases arising in 
phase transitions. However, the main direction in the theoretical studies of phase transitions 
originating from classical works of L. D. Landau on second-order transitions rests on the technique 
of irreducible representations (IR) of Fedorov groups. In contrast to the color symmetry method 
where the structure of a crystal is considered as a certain indivisible object, in the "representational" 
approach it is conceived as a superposition of the structures belonging to individual IR's of the 
symmetry group of the crystal. 
The expediency of such a separating procedure is explained by the fact that in many physical 
problems the decisive role belongs to the contribution by few or even only one individual IR. 
Indeed, one of the principal conceptions in the theory of structural phase transitions tates that 
the crystalline lattice loses its stability with regard to a quite definite phonon mode (soft mode) 
condensed in the low-symmetry phase. On the other hand, the phonon modes are classified by IR's 
of the symmetry of a crystal and are independent in the harmonic approximation. This effectively 
means that out of the infinite number of IR's for any given phase transition, the special role belongs 
to only one concrete representation, to which the soft mode corresponds. 
In a more general form, this assertion is supported by thermodynamical reasoning on the basis 
of Landau's theory of second-order phase transitions where it is often referred to as the conception 
of one representation. By restricting ourselves to a single IR in the vicinity of the phase transition 
point, we sharply reduce the number of the degrees of freedom of a crystal selecting only those 
that play a crucial part in the loss of stability of the crystalline lattice, in other words, we single 
out the critical order parameter. 
When concrete physical problems are investigated, the "one-piece" approach to the object 
studied characteristic of the color symmetry method is less informative than the representational 
approach, in which the object is separated into structures corresponding to individual IR's. The 
latter approach is, indeed, more informative because it permits the use of a variety of additional 
physical assumptions thus providing for ampler esults. 
Sections 2-4 of the present work consider some aspects of the theory of phase transitions 
associated with only one (critical) IR, such as phase diagrams, incommensurate phases etc. In the 
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final stage of the analysis of phase transitions using the technique of representations of the Fedorov 
groups (Section 6) we return to the description of the physical object as being indivisible by means 
of the complete condensate of normal modes, which would correspond to the given low-symmetry 
phase. Here the representational technique falls actually into line with the classical crystallographic 
approach, in particular, with the color symmetry method, but we have now the advantage of a fuller 
and deeper understanding of the phase transition as a physical phenomenon. 
One more branch of classical crystallography extensively developed by Shubnikov is of great 
importance for the present-day theory of symmetry and the related problems of phase transitions. 
The theoretical basis of this branch is now known as the Curie-Shubnikov principle. Section 5 
shows one specific application of this principle in the investigation of phase transitions under 
symmetry-breaking fields as well as on a crystal surface. 
2. A GEOMETRICAL METHOD FOR OBTAINING THE 
LOW-SYMMETRY PHASES ARISING UPON 
PHASE TRANSITIONS 
In the phenomenological theory of phase transitions, a crystal is described by a certain density 
function reflecting its symmetry whose role may, for example, be played by the time-averaged 
density of an electric charge. Owing to a continuous phase transition (second-order transitions), 
the crystal transforms from the original high-symmetry phase described by the density function p (r) 
and by the Fedorov symmetry group G into a lower-symmetry phase, to which there correspond 
the density function pD(r) and the symmetry group Go with Go being a subgroup of the G group 
(Go c G). The function po(r) can be represented asa sum of the contributions p~(r) from individual 
IR's Fj of the group G of the high-symmetry phase. Using the conception of one IR, consider the 
contribution p°(r) to the function po(r) from the critical IR F0 only, and expand it in the basis 
functions of this representation [5] 
p°o(r) = ~ c,q,,(r). (1) 
i= l  
Here tpi(r) are the basis functions of the IR F0 and ci are the components of the order parameter, 
which hereafter will be assumed to transform in accordance with the critical IR F0. 
From the invariance of the function Po (r) with regard to all elements of the symmetry g c Go 
[more accurately, with regard to the operators g corresponding to these acting on the arbitrary 
function f(r) according to the rule gf(r)=f(g-~r)],  it is easy to derive 
U(g)c =c, g~Go, (2) 
where U(g) is the matrix of the IR F0 corresponding to the element g and e = (cl . . . . .  c,) is the 
vector in the n-dimensional space of the order parameter [6, 7]. Thus, c is the common stationary 
vector (eigenvector with the unity eigenvalue) of all matrices U(g) of the restriction Fo ~ Go of the 
critical IR for the subgroup Go of the G-group. Being the general solution to the system of 
equations (2), the vector e determines a certain subspace in the order parameter space. 
The critical IR describing the second-order phase transition to a lower-symmetry Go-phase 
commensurate with the original G-phase has to satisfy the Lifshitz condition, according to which 
the wave vector characterizing the critical IR corresponds to the high-symmetry point of the 
Brillouin zone. 
The multidimensional IR of group G induces, in fact, a fairly large number of low-symmetry 
phases. These can be determined by a set of nonequivalent s ationary vectors, each of which is 
invariant under its own set of matrices of a given IR. (Those called equivalent are stationary vectors 
which transform into each other by at least one matrix of the representation i  question, they 
correspond to different domains of the same Go-phase.) The method for obtaining low-symmetry 
phases based on the above [6--10], is, our view, most convenient and informative. This approach, 
moreover, permits a fairly universal classification of order parameters. Indeed, the complete set of 
stationary vectors of a given representation depends olely on the set of different matrices, but not 
on how they correspond to the elements of the space group. Such a set of matrices is called an 
image of the IR or an L-group as suggested in Ref. [9]. Frequently, to different IR's of different 
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space groups there correspond i entical images thus allowing uniformity in the description of phase 
transitions. 
Other group-theoretical schemes for finding possible low-symmetry phases were devised in Refs 
[11-17] where are also listed the Go-phases induced individually by each of the IR's of group G. 
Such grouping of the low-symmetry phases by irreducible representations rests on the likeness of 
the type of stability loss occurring in a crystalline lattice which corresponds to these phases. 
3. THERMODYNAMIC DESCRIPTION OF PHASE 
TRANSITIONS 
One of the most important physical problems in the analysis of phase transitions i the question 
as to which of the obtained Go-phases can arise in the continuous transitions traight from the 
original G-phase. Its solution can be found from an analysis of the nonequilibrium thermodynamic 
potential dp employed in the Landau theory, which is the function of both the thermodynamic 
variables (such as the pressure p and the temperature T) and the components cj of the order 
parameter. To the equilibrum states of a crystal there correspond the minima of this thermo- 
dynamic potential. Assuming that the function qb is analytical over all its arguments, as it is done 
in the Landau theory [5], one can get additional information on phase transitions that cannot be 
deduced through purely geometrical methods. It should be emphasized that this general analyticity 
assumption alone has proved sufficient for producing concrete and at the same time profound 
physical conclusions. 
From the fact that qb is invariant under G, it follows that it is the function of only the 
combinations (Ik) of order parameter components. These combinations are invariant under all 
transformations of the group L of the critical IR. As is known from algebra [18], for any finite 
group, such as the group L, there exists such a finite set of invariants that all other invariants may 
be expressed as polynomial functions of the elements of this set. The minimal set of these 
polynomially independent invariants constitutes the integer rational basis of invariants (IRBI). 
Making use of the IRBI, the first step of the thermodynamic investigation can be made in a general 
form without invoking explicit expansion of dp in a series in ci [6]. Thus, there arises a possibility 
to manipulate infinite series in a symbolic form preserving all symmetry-related peculiarities of a 
problem. In the subsequent thermodynamic analysis, one may, in view of the smallness of the order 
parameter in the vicinity of the phase transition point, restrict he expansion of qb to a finite number 
of terms. And, as the general analysis hows, for a thermodynamically valid description of the set 
of all phases induced by a given IR, it is necessary to retain in d? the terms with sufficiently high 
powers of order parameter components. For example, for two-dimensional IR's of the space groups 
with L = Cnv (n = 3, 4, 6, 8, 12), one has to take into account all terms up to c~. 
The foregoing may be illustrated by the following example: consider phase transitions without 
multiplication of the volume of the primitive cell in spinel-type crystals (space group 0 7 -Fd3m)  
caused by orientational ordering of the distorted anion tetrahedrons surrounding the Jahn-Teller 
ions in the 8(a) positions. These transitions can be induced by IR's contained in the six-dimensional 
orientational representation which is constructed on basis functions characterizing the probability 
of one of three possible positions of either tetrahedron belonging to the primitive cell. This 
orientational representation contains, among others, a two-dimensional IR corresponding to the 
group L = C6v determined by two matrix generators 
45/2 
To this group L, there also correspond a great number of IR's of different space groups, in 
particular, the exact two-dimensional vector IR of the point group Ce thus justifying the 
above-suggested notation L = C6v. In hexagonal crystals, the IR's with the same L-group describe 
ferroelectric phase transitions. 
Since an IRBI, similarly to a set of stationary vectors, can fully be determined only by the group 
L, these physically different phase transitions correspond to thermodynamical potentials qb of the 
same type and, accordingly, the formal thermodynamical description of these phase transitions is 
identical. The group L -- Ce possesses 3 stationary vectors (c~, 0), (0, c2), (c~, c2), to each of them 
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there corresponds its low-symmetry phase, and two invariants in IRBI: Imfc~+c~,  
12 = (c~ - 3c~c~) 2. Thus, the potential dp is an analytical function of the type dp = dp(ll,/2) whose 
minima correspond to thermodynamically stable states. The minimality conditions for dp as a 
function of c~ can be expressed for three above-mentioned low-symmetry phases as follows: 
(c,, 0)---~, + 3c~ = 0; 
(0, c2)---qb, = 0; dp,, > 0; 
(c,, c2)---dp~ = 0; ~P2 = 0; 
Here the following notation was used 
¢, =-87, 
qbH > 0; dp~ > 0; 
qb, + 9c~qb 2 > O; 
~,,dp2: - ~ :  > O; c},, > O. 
a:dp 
dp~ = OI, e / /  
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
From (6) it is evident hat qb22 > 0 is a prerequisite for the stability of the third low-symmetry phase 
which corresponds to the stationary vector (cl, c2). This means that when phase transitions are to 
be described with the aid of the representation qbin the form of a truncated power series, it is 
necessary to retain in it the terms up to the 12th power in ci (they are contained in the term 
proportional to 12). 
Let us now tackle the questions relating to construction of the phase diagrams. The state of a 
crystal, hence the phase transition point, is usually determined by two thermodynamical parame- 
ters, the temperature p and the pressure T so that we may in a natural manner turn to the 
investigation of the phase diagrams in the plane of these two variables (the p - T plane). Consider 
the problem of the selection of those low-symmetry phases that can arise in second-order phase 
transitions from a high-symmetry phase. The well-known Landau criterion [5] concerning the 
absence in qb of the third power invariants of an order parameter is only the necessary condition 
for the presence of a line of the second-order phase transitions in the p - T plane. When this 
criterion is fulfilled for a multidimensional IR, some of the low-symmetry phases induced by it may 
have no second-order boundary with the high-symmetry phase [21]. A study of this question 
involves an analysis of the conditions for the thermodynamical stability of all possible Go-phases 
in the region of small values of an order parameter. Precisely the assumption of the smallness of 
an order parameter identifies the area of applicability of the Landau theory, for which thermo- 
dynamically substantiated results can be obtained. 
Consider a phase diagram for the case L = C,  employing the simplest thermodynamical 
potential (which takes into account only those terms in the expansion of ~ which are essential for 
the problem under study) 
= ~1I, + ~2I~ + 8,12 +/~2I~. (7) 
It can be shown that the terms not present in equation (7) do not change the topological structure 
of the phase diagram given below, although they may to a considerable degree change the slope 
of the phase boundary. Making use of equations (4), (5) and (7) we come to the result that the 
phases (Cm, 0) and (0, c2) arise on account of the second-order phase transitions when the coefficient 
• ~ becomes zero. The condition am(p, T) = 0 determines the line of phase transitions in the p - T 
plane. Intersection of this line with the line tim(P, T) = 0 produces the point M = (P0, To) on the 
line a~ (p, T) = 0 dividing the regions of second-order t ansitions into the phases (c~, 0) and (0, c2) 
stable at fl~ < 0 and /~t > 0, respectively (the condition ~2 > 0 is required for both phases). The 
second-order transition into the (c~, c2) phase is possible, as can be deduced from equations (6) and 
(7), only at the point M (under the additional condition that/32 > 0). 
Now there arises the natural question about the structure of the phase diagram in the 
neighborhood of the multicritical point M found in the way described. Because of the assumed 
analytical dependence of the thermodynamical potential on p and T, this property must be 
possessed also by all the coefficients of the series (7). When in the neighborhood of the multieritical 
point M = (P0, T0) we restrict ourselves to only the linear terms of the expansion of the coefficients 
0q and ~ff~ with respect o (T -  To) and (p -P0), then it would be convenient to employ, as is 
customary, as thermodynamical variables the very coefficients ~, and fl~. The phase diagram for 
the example in question is shown in Fig. 1. (For the first time, a similar diagram was obtained in 
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Fig. 1. Phase diagram for a two-component order parameter. Dashed lines are the lines of second-order 
phase transitions. 
Ref. [19] for the case of L = C,.) The phase (cl, c2) is thermodynamically stable in the region 
bounded by line 1 (ill =fl2~/4~]) and line 2 (fl] =0). As this region lies between stability 
regions of the phases (c~, 0) and (0, c2), the phase diagram under consideration rigidly defines the 
scheme of phase alternation for a fixed thermodynamical pathway determined by a certain 
relationship between p and T. In Fig. 1 the straight line p---const has been chosen as such a 
pathway. In this isobaric experiment, the following sequence of the phase will be observed: 
(0, O) ~ (Cl, O) l} (el, C2 ) ...¢. (0, C2). 
4. THE PHASE D IAGRAMS WITH INCOMMENSURATE 
PHASES TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT 
In the foregoing, it was assumed that the critical IR satisfied the Lifshitz condition requiring 
absence in the expansion of the thermodynamical potential (l) of the invariants of the following 
type 
dc~ ~c~ 
L1 = c, ~ - ck ~r"  (8) 
In the case when the symmetry of a system admits such an invariant, there occurs a second-order 
phase transition from the high-symmetry to an incommensurate phase. But, as has recently been 
shown [22, 23], even when the Lifshitz condition is fulfilled, there may be reasons of a symmetry- 
related character which leads to the appearance of incommensurate phases in the vicinity of the 
multicritical point. Moreover, it has turned out that the fulfillment of this condition does not 
exclude immediate transition from a high-symmetry to the incommensurate phase on the line of 
second-order phase transitions in the p - T plane [29, 25]. These questions will presently be 
considered in more detail. 
The key role in the further examination is played by the invariants Lp, which are linear with 
respect o the first space derivatives dck/ar but of higher power p with respect o the components 
of the order parameter cl in comparison with the Lifshitz invariant (8). Let us assume that the said 
invariants belong to the p-type [the usual Lifshitz invariant (8) is designated in this classification 
by Lt]. Upon condensation of some components of the order parameter c~ in the low-symmetry 
Go-phases, these invariants may acquire the Lifshitz form. In other words, the restriction Fo ~ Go 
is a reducible representation that contains a certain IR ? of the Go-group not satisfying the Lifshitz 
condition. Consequently, in the phase transitions induced by the representation ? of the Go-group 
regarded as a high-symmetry phase, incommensurate phase are emerging. These can, as was shown 
in Ref. [22, 23] coexist with the high-symmetry phase G in the multicritical point in whose vicinity 
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there may arise cascades of phase transitions with alternating commensurate and incommensurate 
phases. Thus, a complete classification of order parameters has to take into account not only the 
terms in dp that are homogeneous with respect to c~, but also all possible gradient invariants which 
may lead to the Lifshitz type instability of the low-symmetry phases. Such a classification for 
three-component order parameters was developed in Ref. [24]. 
Consider now two examples reflecting typical features of the phase diagrams when ~ contains 
the gradient invariants of the type discussed. 
Example 1 
Let a high-symmetry phase belong to the space group 0 7. In many crystals of this symmetry, 
there were found, along with commensurate, also intermediate incommensurate phases. Consider 
the four-component order parameter c~ (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) transforming according to one of the IR's 
F0 that corresponds to the star of the wave vector k9 (the numbering is taken from Ref. [26]). This 
vector corresponds to the point L of the Brillouin zone of the reciprocal face-centered cubic lattice. 
Each of these representations satisfies the Lifshitz condition. The thermodynamical potential 
describing the commensurate phases bordering on the high-symmetry phases can be written as 
follows [22]: 
with 
d~ = oe,l, + ot2t f + p,I  2 + P2I~ + 613, 
4 4 4 
I,= ~ c~; 12= ~.c4; /3= ~c~. (9) 
i=1  iff i l  i l l  
Similarly to the example xamined in Section 3, one may show here that the phase diagram derived 
with the aid of equation (9) contains amulticritical point determined by the intersection of the lines 
• l(P, T )=0 and ~I(P, T)= 0. Out of eleven low-symmetry phases induced by a given order 
parameter, only the phases described by the stationary vectors: (1) (c, 0, 0, 0); (2) (c, c, 0, 0); (3) 
(c, c, c,0); (4) (c, c, c, c) and (5) (ct, c2, 0, 0) can border on the high-symmetry phase in the 
multicritical point. All the IR's of the O7-group belonging to the star of the k9 vector admit the 
existence of L3-type invariants. The thermodynamical description requires of one to take into 
account in the dp potential also the invariants quadratic with respect o ~c~/~r after which the 
spatially in homogeneous addition to equation (9) assumes the form 
fl- ~(c3c4) a(c,c2) ~(c2c,) ~(ctc3) [c, c2 ~ c3c,---TZ x + c, c3 ~y c~c, 0 
+c, c0(C2C3) ~ ]  ~ F/Oc, V /ac, V /ac, V-] 
c,c, +', .  L/ x) J' ' >o (,o) 
As is seen from form (10), in the (c, c, 0, 0) phase the L3 invariant ransforms into a Lctype 
invariant (Lifshitz invariant) with the coefficient f ' =fc  2. Thus, the (c, c, 0, 0) phase proves, 
according to the Lifshitz condition, unstable. A thermodynamical analysis hows that this phase 
loses its stability on the line ~, ffi 8~2Pl/(36 +f2/4g),  where there takes place a second-order 
transition into the incommensurate phase (c, c, c, (r), c4 (r)). The complete phase diagram is shown 
in Fig. 2. 
Example 2 
An even more substantial restructuring of the phase diagram occurs when the symmetry allows 
the existence of L2-type invariants. This is, for instance, the case with the three-dimensional IR No. 
8 of the star of the kn-vector (point M in the corresponding Brillouin zone) for crystals possessing 
the D~-symmetry [24]. The group for this representation is the point group Oh. This representation 
satisfies the Lifshitz condition (the Lt-invariant is absent), but it allows the following invariant: 
0c3 0c2~ 0c3 0c2 ~ Oc, L,=,/i J+C,C,F +c,C, Ty -LC, C3Sy. (ll) 
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Fig. 2. Phase diagram with gradient L3-type invariants in the thermodynamical potential (four- 
dimensional IR's of the O 7-group). Dashed lines are the lines of second-order phase transitions, solid lines 
represent first-order t ansitions. 
When describing the phase diagram, let us confine ourselves to the Landau approximation taking 
into account he spatially homogeneous invariants only to the 4th power in the components of the 
order parameter 
,= ,  , ,= ,  ,=,[_\ax) \ayj j '  m2>O, g>O. (12) 
When solely the spatially homogeneous part of dp is taken into account we obtain on the phase 
diagram only two commensurate phases (c, 0, 0) and (c, c, c) bordering along the line 81(P, T) = 0. 
Consider now the phase transitions from the low-symmetry phase (c, 0, 0). The equilibrium value 
of c in this phase is c = x / -~J2(~2 + fl~). Substituting, similarly to Example 1, this condensed 
component of the order parameter into equation (12) and neglecting the full derivative of (c2c3) 
with respect to y as unimportant for the present analysis, we obtain the nonequilibrium 
thermodynamic potential that describes the phase transitions from the low-symmetry phase (c, 0, 0) 
. r  ao2  F?c y ?o yl 
= qbo + ~,(o~ + o~) + ~(o~ + 032) 3 + 8, (oi + 01) +y~e2_ ~ - o3 T~)  + '~ Lkax / + \ax / ], 
(13) 
where 
~t = ~181/(~2 + 81), 
7= x / -  3~,/2(~2 + 8,). 
Thus, we see that the phase corresponding to the stationary vector (c, 0, 0) is, according to the 
Lifshitz condition, unstable so that there arises the incommensurate phase [c, c2 (x), c3 (x)], where 
c2 = A sin kx  + • • • ; 
c3 = A coskx +. . .  ; 
k = - f /2g  = f x/-30q/2(~t~ + 8,); 
A 2 = --~q -~-T_~ (8 ,  + 3 f2 /Sg)  • (14) 
,¢ot~ 
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Fig. 3. Phase diagram with gradient L2-type invariants in the thermodynamical potential (three- 
dimensional IR of the D~-group). Dashed lines are the lines of second-order phase transitions, olid lines 
represent first-order transitions. 
From the condition that the amplitude A is real, it follows that this low-symmetry phase exists 
at t: > -3 f  2/8g• and it becomes evident hat on the line fl] = -3 f  2/8g there occurs a second-order 
phase transition between the commensurate phase (c, 0, 0) and the incommensurate phase 
[c, c2(x), c3(x)], while on the line ~(p, T) = 0 a segment appears, on which another second-order 
transition takes place into the given incommensurate phase straight from the high-symmetry phase 
D~ - (0, 0, 0). The relevant phase diagram first obtained in Ref. [25] is shown in Fig. 3 (see also 
Ref. [27]). Thus, in this case two multicritical points appear on the phase diagram. In either point 
coexist in thermodynamic equilibrium a high-symmetry, an incommensurate as well as one of the 
commensurate low-symmetry phases. 
In the case considered, the order parameter belongs to the L = Oh group. The same group L is 
typical of many three-component order parameters both of the space group D~ considered above 
and of other space groups. However, the identical groups L may lead, when incommensurate phases 
are taken into account, to different phase diagrams because they characterize only the spatially 
homogeneous parts of the thermodynamical potentials ~p. As regards the inhomogeneous parts of 
dp, they are determined by mixed invariants of the critical IR and the vector representation (i.e. 
such a representation bywhich the components of the three-dimensional vector are transformed) 
of the original symmetry group of a crystal. For instance, for one and the same group L = Oh the 
representations Nos 4, 5, 7 of the star of the vector k]2 of the D~ group on no account admit 
gradient invariants of the Lp-type, whereas for the IR No. 2 an invariant of the L3 type does exist, 
and in the case of the IR No. 8 there is, as was pointed out in the above example, an L2-type 
invariant. 
Thus, a classification of thermodynamic potentials and phase diagrams cannot be carried out 
on the basis of the classification of the IR's by the L-groups (i.e. by images of the critical IR's), 
but has to be based on the reducible representations that are the direct sum of a critical and a 
vectorial IR. Such a classification was carried out in Ref. [24] for the three-component order 
parameters. 
5. PHYSICAL FIELDS LOWERING THE SYMMETRY 
In the preceding sections, the phase transitions have been examined, induced by changing scalar 
thermodynamic parameters, such as pressure and temperature. Also of importance is the 
investigation of phase transitions in external fields breaking the symmetry of a physical system, 
such as electric fields, uniaxial mechanical stress etc. Their action upon the system proves much 
more complex than that of the scalar fields. The crucial geometrical spect consists in this case in 
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the fact that there occurs splitting of order parameters into order parameters of smaller 
dimensionality. In terms of the representation theory this means that decomposition of a critical 
IR takes place into representations of smaller dimensionality. This entails an essential restructuring 
of the phase diagrams, in particular, the disappearance of some low-symmetry phases and the 
emergence of new phases which in the absence of a field were simply different domains. 
According to the Curie principle, when an external field is applied to a crystal, the symmetry 
of the system is lowered to the symmetry group G' which is the intersection of the symmetry group 
G of the crystal and of the external field under consideration (oriented in a given manner with 
respect o the crystal). 
Let, in the absence of a field, phase transitions occur in a crystal with the order parameter 
transforming under a certain multidimensional IR F0. When these transitions take place in the 
presence of a field, evidently, one has to consider only the matrices of the representation F0which 
correspond to the elements of the group G' c G, i.e. the restriction F0 $ G'. In the general case, 
this restriction is a reducible representation f the group G' and, accordingly, it can be expanded 
in a certain number of its IR's with the corresponding linear transformation of the basis 
1"o ~ G'  = r ~ r ~ r ~  . . . .  05) 
For the phase transition induced by an IR, every vector of the complete set of stationary vectors 
of this IR leads to the lowering of the crystal symmetry, i.e. to a certain phase transition. Indeed, 
there can be no stationary vector that would be preserved simultaneously by all the matrices of 
the IR. However, for a reducible representation, such as the restriction F0 + G' this is no longer 
the case: when its decomposition (15) contains a unity IR of the group G', then such a stationary 
vector does exist. This vector does not lead to a phase transition in the external field because it
does not induce an additional symmetry lowering as compared with that which has already 
occurred in consequence of the application of this field to the crystal. 
We may illustrate the phase transitions in the presence of external field by the well-studied case, 
both experimentally and theoretically, of the phase transition in SrTiO3 under the action of external 
uniform stresses in [001] and [111] directions of the cubic lattice (see Ref. [28]). In both these cases, 
the three-component order parameter of the one-ann star of the vector k13 I J = (i, 3, ½) (numeration 
according to Ref. [26]) is split into a two- and a one-component (the latter transforming not under 
the identity IR) order parameters. This result has a purely geometrical character, it is, therefore, 
of importance not only for the theory of the mean field (Landau's theory of phase transitions is 
such a case), but also for the fluctuation theory of phase transitions, in which the critical indexes 
depend on dimensionality of the order parameter [28]. 
For the general case, phase diagrams in the presence of external fields have not been studied as 
yet. Of particular importance is, in our view, the construction of a relevant heory that would be 
valid in the neighborhood of the multicritical points. It should be emphasized that, similarly to 
the case of the phase diagrams with incommensurate phases taken into account, in the present case 
no classification of the order parameters by the images of the IR's of the group G is possible. 
We should like to call attention to one more distinctive feature of the phase transitions in the 
fields breaking the symmetry of a system. In some cases, the original IR satisfying the Lifshitz 
condition may decompose into the IR's of the G'-group, among which there are representations 
not satisfying it. In such a situation, there may appear incommensurate phases which were 
symmetry-forbidden in the absence of an external field. 
Problems analogous to those examined in the present section can also arise in the investigation 
of phase transitions in the subsurface layer of a finite crystal. The presence of a surface breaks 
translational invariance of the crystal attice in the direction perpendicular toit. Furthermore, there 
disappear all the elements of the point group of the symmetry that contain reflections in this plane, 
the rotational elements changing its orientation as well as the symmetry elements with improper 
translations possessing a nonzero projection onto its normal. The result is that the symmetry of 
such a semiinfinite crystal is characterized by one of the 17 planar groups Gp. In an analysis of 
the phase transitions in the subsurface region of a crystal, one has to consider not the IR's Fj 
describing transitions in an infinite crystal but rather their restrictions Fj + Gp. Such a procedure 
will allow one to trace evolution of the thermodynamic potential (and, consequently, of the phase 
diagrams) when passing from the internal regions of a crystal to its subsurface layer. (Presence of 
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a surface is equivalent to the formal inclusions of some external fields lowering crystal symmetry 
to the Gp-group, which makes it possible to relate the thermodynamic potentials in the bulk of a 
crystal and in the subsurface layer. [30]) 
To conclude the present section, we wish to emphasize one of the nontrivial consequences of the 
symmetry lowering due to the facing of a crystal. Consider, as an example, the (001) facing plane 
of crystals with the space symmetry O~(Pm3m) and 03h(Pm3n). The former symmetry group is 
symmorphic, therefore the face indicated is characterized by the planar group C@(p4mm). In the 
latter group O1, the reflections in the diagonal planes arc accompanied by gliding in the [001] 
direction, by virtue of which the (001) face possesses as its symmetry elements only the axis of the 
second order and two coordinate planes (100) and (010) passing through it, which corresponds to 
the planar group C~v(pmm2). Hencc, the symmetry of the (001) face of a crystal which was 
characterized in its bulk by the space group O~ belongs to the orthorhombic, rather than the square 
symmetry (as was the case for the crystal of O~-symmctry). A unit cell of the planar lattice of such 
a symmetry has the form of a rcctanglc that can bc oriented in two ways with respect to the lattice 
of thc infinite crystal, viz., the longer edgc of the cell may lic either along the [I00] or along the 
[010] direction. In physical terms, thc appearance of such a face must be accompanied by the 
homogeneous deformation E = + (U22 - U,) compatible with its symmetry (U~ arc the components 
of the deformation tensor). Different signs before E correspond to two types of the ferroclastic 
domains that appear on the plane in question. Such domain structure of a planar face of a crystal 
fully accords with thc well-known Curic-Shubnikov principle: the square symmetry of the face is 
statistically restored on the macroscopic level owing to the appearance of two equivalent domain 
types. The (I 10) symmetry planes lost in the process of the crystal facing arc twinning elements, 
i.c. they transform one type of surface domains into another. Since these are the glide planes with 
improper translation perpendicular to the face of thc crystal, the surface domains with thc different 
signs beforc E are separated from each other by a step a/2 high, where a is the period of the lattice. 
(In case an n-fold axis is the twinning clement, thc hcight of this step is (k +~)a, where 
k =0,1 . . . .  ,n - 1). 
6. COMPLETE CONDENSATE OF NORMAL MODES 
As was noted in Section 2, the density function po(r), which determines the structure of the 
low-symmetry phase, can be represented as a sum of the contributions corresponding to different 
IR's Fj of the group G of the high-symmetry phase of a crystal 
po(r) = ~ p~(r). (16) 
j=0 
So far we have considered only the contribution to the function po(r) made by the critical IR F 0 
in view of the particular importance of this representation for the phenomenological theory of 
phase transitions. Indeed, the loss of stability of the crystal attice at the phase transition point 
is described by an order parameter transforming under the critical representation. Furthermore, 
this representation determines the symmetry of the arising low-symmetry phases and its con- 
tribution to po(r) near the transition point is predominant. 
Staying in the framework of the phenomenological theory of phase transitions, one may, on the 
other hand, estimate the order of smallness of contributions to po(r) by other, noncritical 
irrcdudble representations ("accompanying" or "secondary" as they are termed in Refs [31, 28], 
resp~tively). The appearance of these contributions i brought about by nonlinear interaction 
betw~n different deer ,  s of freedom in a crystal so that condensation of a certain soft mode 
corresponding to the critical IR leads to the condensation of the normal modes symmetrically 
compatible with it and corresponding to noncritical IR's. Regarding some particular cases, this 
problem was treated in Refs [31, 32], while in Ref. [7] there was suggested a general group- 
theoretical method for obtaining all noncritical order parameters and for estimating their orders 
of magnitude in comparison with the critical order parameter. (See also Ref. [4] in the present 
volume where the Oh-group was selected to exemplify this method in detail.) Such estimate is based 
on a therrnodynarnical study of phase transitions with the aid of the potential ~, into which, in 
addition to the invariants belonging to the critical IR F0, mixed invariants are introduced that are 
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homogeneous functions of the n th degree in the components of the critical, and linear functions 
in the components of the noncritical order parameter c j ( j  # 0). If the symmetry of a system allows 
the existence of such a mixture invariant, then, in consequence ofcondensation of the critical order 
parameter c °, there emerge in some low-symmetry phases the fields F 1 = ~/OeJ  thermodynamically 
conjugated with c/, which are proportional to the nth power of the critical order parameter. Since 
the Landau theory assumes that near the phase transition point the coefficient at(p, T) depends 
linearly on IT -  Tel, it follows that the components of the critical and the noncritical order 
parameters are proportional to I T - Tel 1/2 and [ T - T~[ "/2, respectively. Here n is the least direct 
symmetrized power of the critical IR F0 which contains the noncritical IR Fj. 
Each of the p~(r) functions from equation (16) can be represented in the form of an expansion 
with respect to the basis functions of the corresponding noncritical IR Fj, similar to the expression 
(1) for the contribution by the critical IR F0. Let the set of the stationary vectors cJ(j = 0,1 . . . . .  m) 
corresponding to the Go-phase be called complete condensate of order parameters (of stationary 
vectors). The structure of a low-symmetry phase is described by the function Po (r), which depends 
both on the complete condensate of stationary vectors and on the set of the basis functions of the 
critical and all noncritical IR's. These basis functions depend, in their turn, on the type of a phase 
transition (such as displacement, ordering etc.) and on the distribution of the atoms over the orbits 
of Fedorov groups of the parent phase. Here the representational approach comes close to the 
"one-piece" approach to the object under study that characterises the color-symmetry method. 
Both permit the most general symmetry-allowed form of the po(r)-function to be obtained for the 
low-symmetry Go-phase, and, in this respect, they are equivalent. But even in this case, the 
representational approach allows one to derive additional physical information. For example, 
expression (16) makes it possible to estimate in the vicinity of a phase transition point relative 
magnitudes of the components of the critical and the noncritical order parameters, in particular, 
of the atomic displacements corresponding to these. This information may prove to be of 
importance in the determination of the crystalline structures. Moreover, when critical are the 
displacements of light atoms not readily determinable by the X-ray methods, they can be studied 
using a set of the noncritical displacements of the atoms characterized by greater scattering factor. 
Notwithstanding their relative smallness in the vicinity of the phase transition point, the noncritical 
degrees of freedom can play a decisive part in a number of physical phenomena, such as improper 
ferroelectricity, spontaneous striction etc. The concept of complete condensate constitutes the 
symmetry basis for studying improper phase transitions of any physical nature. It is also to be noted 
that the thermodynamical analysis based on the representational approach permits finding the 
temperature dependence of the generalized susceptibilities corresponding to each order parameter 
entering into the complete condensate of order parameters. 
To finalize the present work, we should like to emphasize that the idea of studying the symmetry 
of a crystal not as a purely geometrical but as a certain physical object--may we recall here that 
this idea pervades like a leitmotiv all creative work of A. V. Shubnikov--has, in our view, found 
its most consequential implementation i  the application of the theory of representations of the 
Fedorov groups. 
In the analysis of the symmetry aspects of various physical problems, its technique nables one 
to take into account additional physical assumptions deducing from them various inferences as has 
been exemplified in this work by the case of the theory of phase transitions in crystals. 
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